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HR. MOHROE : Our guest for. Chr:ls tmas Day on MT.ET 'I'HE 

PR.::ss is The Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh, a $tfft of 

renaissance marL He has been P~".'esident of the Ui.1.ive:csity 

of Notre Da:me for twenty-five years. He is the fo1mer 

chairman of the U. S" Civil Rights Cc-mmission :f:.~ciTt ~ih:Lch 

post he was fired by President Ni:zrnn. He i.s cu:.t7ently 

Chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation and was ;·.·ec.ently 

appointed U, S. Ambassador to the UN Conference on SG:i.ence 

and Technology for Development He has written. eight books 

andnUas '.b;;en awa!:ded honorary degrees by more than fifty 

unive.r:sities. 

Fath.er Hesbur.gh, some people are dismayed by the way 

we observe Christmas these days, by the commercializat:i.on of 

it and the social aspects. Do you look on th:Ls raodern 

Christmas with its commercialization and other trappings • 

with a sense of sadness, a sense of loss, or do you find 

some things in it that are encouraging? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Hell, I would have to say I am funda-

mentally an optimist and even though I don't much cherish 

com:merciali:lation when it goes beyond the spiritual content 

of a peacelike Christmas, I think Christmas is so good it 

is hc:rrd to spoil and I think even with "Santa and the Red 

Nosed Reindeer" and all the rest there is a deep residue of 

givb1g and of love a.nd of joy and of peace thnt you can't 

really take away f.rom Christmas. 
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JviR. NONROE: A scniewhat related question. You are known 

as a college president who talks to students. You ende.d 

the requirement that students at Not:re Dame must attend 

Mass and we are told that while most of the students at 

Notre .Dame, by far a: majority of them are Catholics, some

thing like half of them ax·e estimated to be non-practicing 

catholics. Are American young people these days becoming 

irreligious? 

F.ATHER UESBURGH: Well, Mr. Mon.roe. I would have to 

challenge that last thing about non-practicing Catholics 

because, to put it in a contemporary scene I have been to 

about half our residence halls to offer Mass at their re

qu.es t during the past semester and almost always it has 

been wall to wa.11 students. In fa.ct I have a hard time 

getting from the door into the sacri.stry to get the vestments 

ou because there are so rnany students. They have taken 

the, pc~ws out and most of them sit on the floor. there.. So 

if half cf t~1em aren't praying the rest of them must be 

doing double time because I am a:u.ezed at the attendance and 

it is perfectly voluntary, 

To answer your qrn~stion directly, I do not think that 

young;;;ters today a.re getting away from religion I thfa1k I 

find them more religious than I. have seen in the last fif::een 

er twenty years, on a completely voluntary bassis which is 

quite different. 

M.R. MONROE: What do you see in them that indicates 

religiousity - a special interest in religion? 

• 
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FATHER HESBURGH: Several things. One, LE you have a 

good liturgy they like it very much and they flock to it. 

Secondlv that thev ha~1e concern for wh.~t I ·v-10uld call 
~ J 

spir:i.t:ual values. 

The easiest way to get a conversation. started ~it Not:1'.'t-! 

Dame ls to start talking about the quali.ty of l:U::e or the 

purposefulness of life or the meaning of life or r.mythi11g 

that has to do with a spi1:itual di.mension. 

Thirdly, I think in their lives they l':lok for some 

.kind of service. I would guess better than half the students 

I know are doing thing.;; for ether people. Whether it is 

tutoring or visiting old people or helping the :i;·etarded 

child or all the r(~st. 

MR. MONROE: So I take that all to be a sense of a religous 

sense. • 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

:t--m. FISKE: Father Hesburgh, you spent 'the better 

part of a decade trying to t"!Otivince the Vatican that a 

university such as your own has obligations not only to the 

Church but to the world of secular scholarship. You won 

that battle two years ago in the form of a new statement 

from Rome about the polic:Les on Catholic universities. Now 

the question would seem to be: in what ways a:t.·e you 

Catholic? How do you approach this ques tio:.1? 

FATHER HESBURGH: It is a very good question', Hr. Fiske 

~n.d 1.t is on my mind a good deal. I think we are Catholic 
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fundamentally in the sense that we do have ph.:tL,scphical 

and theological concern that: runs throughout ".:!1E whole 

dimension of the University, if vou will. Secondly we stand 

very seriously for the kind of vD.lues today that are not 

exclusively Catholic. but Catholics sho·llld be concerned about 

them, values li.ke world justice. values like peace. values 

like non-violence. k}nds of values that put a r(::ligious 

dimension into lif~< 

Thirdly I would csy that we try very hard to be of 

serric:e to the Church in many ways, For example, to have 

a more meaningful liturgy, for example, to some how ::lo 

scmething about church music, which fell to a rather lower 

star:e irmnediately after the Council and a wide va.r:i.cty of 

pastoral things to which we are able to b:i::Lng an intellectt:w .. 1. 

and theological dimension. 

MR. FISKE: You have often made the point ti1at the 

student actb.i'i.sm of the '60s :reflected at least in pa:r.t the 

kind of concern for values that you are talking abou.t4 At 

the moment though the campuses of the country would seem to 

be almost hauntingly tranquil, Does this disturb you? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Well, Mr. Fiske, my problem i.s, I 

always wish we eould have something of the excitement of 

the '60s; with a little of the educational concern of the 

1 70s put together. We always seem in .America t>.:> be ei th.er 

at a high or at a low and most:ly ::i.n transit from one point 

to che other and we go up :J.nd dmm like a ro:U.ercoaster in 

.. 
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our moods. Today I find there is a residual basic co1-:.cern 

for values in the ·world but you have to work ac it. S tuderd:s 

will listen, they w:i.11 get turned on if you tu:r·n them on but 

it isn't an automatic thing the way ic: was in the t60s 

when people had that imtned:t.ate concera. abcut the i.•TCJ.r, a.bout 

civil rights and about poverty. 

:MR. FISKE: Do you think as some of you:i: colleagues do 

that students have become almost too pr .. ~oc;cupied. with graqes, 

with getting into graduate school, with trying to beat the 

. competition for jobs? 

FA'I'HER llESl3URGH: There certainly are a number of th.em 

that do that. I try to down-play it when I a'11 speaking with 

them because it seems none of us remember our gr£;.des -- at 

least I don't -- and they are not all that im~ortant. On 

the other hand if you have ·co apply for graduate school .. 

next year you know it is going to be important at that: point, 

whi.ch maybe says something about our admission processes. 

They are probably too quantitative and not qualitative enaugh .. 

MR, DEEDY; Fathe:t Hesburgh, dur:i.ng the presidential 

campaign you were mentioned as a possibility for the Vice 

Presidential spot on the DP-mocrat ticket. Would you think 

thi~ a proper role for a priest? Not necessa.r:Lly for your

self but for any priest? 

FATHER ··11ESBURGH: No, I wouldn't, I suppose one could 

argua about it and I think everyone has to live his ot-m 

life but I decided a long time ago that I would never run 
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for elective office because I felt I would then become 

somewhat div:J.sive, No mattelr what you do in that d:i.rect 

political participation you tum some people on and you turn 

some people off and as a. priest I would rather b:ci:<:1g people 

togeth~r than to separate them. I have n~ver worried about 

appointive office because that generally mea.ns you are 

serving in some capacity where you may have a special 

competence. I have always been open tCI se~rvice and I think 

there has never been a time ·when I haven't had two or three 

government jobs simultaneously but for elective offic,a. for 

myself at least, I would say no. 

MR. DEEDY: Even in this generalized role in the general 

society, Father, there seems to be a growing concern among cer-· 

tain lay groups -- a group in Chicago just -recently issued 

a statement to the effect that the activist priest is premJ?t

ing the role of the layman and that by his individualism he 

is bypassing t:he laity ~md as a matter of fact the laity is 

being reduced to kind of a secondary role in terms of the 

traditional concepts about the role of the layman in the 

secular society. Do you go along with this sort of worry? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Yes I do to a great e=ittent. I did 

my doctoral thesis years ago on the theology of the layman 

and I believe deeply in the place of the layman in the 

Church. For example at our university which had been owned 

by a clerical society for 125 years, we turned i~ over 

to a lay board and if anybody owns the university of Notre 

.. 
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Dame today -- I think it happens to be a publi:.! trust: but 

if a.nybody owns it it :ts owned by this lay board. At least 

under the law they hold and direct it as the corporate 

body that controls the policy, I think that is proper. I 

would much rather work for a lay board today than I ·would 

for a clerical board. 

MR. DEEDY: Do you share the concern of the Chicago 

group, for instance, that the demise of the tradi.tionally layic 

Catholic organization, the National Association for Inter

national Peace, the National Catholic Social Action Con

ference, that the den1ise of these, the non-replacement by 

other organizations has in effect deprived the Church of a 

generation of lay leadership? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Well, I do and I don't. I do in the 

sense that I think there should be a corporate concern about 

all of these areas, where it is peace or social action or 

whatever. On the other hand I have always been a little 

turned off, if you will, by "Catholic All American" or some

thing like that. I think Catholics ought to c~mpete in our 

society with everybody else and they ought to join the 

normal societies that are concerned with all of these great 

values, and there are innumerable societies today concerned 

about every good thing you want to think about and I thirJ< 

Catholics ought to get in and work with everyone else in 

those societies rather than herding off to the side to do 

something just on theix· own. 

.. 
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MS. SIMPSON: Father Hesburgh, in 1969 you were with 

the U. S. Civil nights Commission and at that time you were 

quoted as heing worried that our society was moving toward 

two separate ones, one white and one black, and you were 

concerned and wauted to make sure that this country was 

working toward a just and equal society, making that d:t'ea.m 

come true. 

It has been eight years eince ths.t time. How much pro-

gress have we made toward malting that dream come true? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Ms. Simpson, sometimes I think we are 

sliding backwards. Again, it is not an either/or, yes/no 

kind of proposition. There are some areas like equality in 

employment which I think opened up greatly since then. 

Certainly in higher education and professional schools 

Have opened up although we have a few problems with the 

Bakke case. There are other areas that I think we hav~ 

simply institutionalized to an extent that they will never 

be deinstitutionalized again. 

What really bothers me most today is something we used 

to count on a great deal which is integration on the 

elementary/secondary schooling level and I think if anything, 

that has gone backwards. 

I think our inner cities have become more and more 

the haunt of minorities, if you will. I think the suburbs 

have become more and more the place that white~ flee to. I 

think the problem in many large metropolitan areas today is 

you have got no white kids left to integrate and I think 

• 
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the level of schooling in the inner city tocl.ay is desparate 

and at times disasterous and I have a fec~ling that, now, the 

teenage unemployment of rainori.ty youn.gsters i*-.1 not just th<~t 

the jobs have fled to the suburbs but also that the youngsters 

aren't getting educated enough to have good jobs, 

ll!S. SIMPSON: Yoll were a 'rocal critic of past adminis·· 

tra.tions . We have a new one and the:t·e seems to be growh1g 

disenchant1nent among black .Americans with the Carter adminis·· 

traion on teenage black unemployment, welfare reform, u:i:b[l.n 

policy. How would you assess the administration's performan~e 

so far? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Well, I begin with our intentions and 

I think their hearts are in the right place. Ce:r:tainly it 

is hard to criticize President Carter or Vice President 

Mondale or Joe Callifano over i.n HEW for having wrong inP• 

tentions. They have all the right intentions. I think 

cme problem is that they took on just about everything at 

once. They took on a whole wide pancrply, a whole continuum 

of problems and you just can't pay that much attention to 

that many problem$ at once. I would hope with the turn of 

the new y1aar they might take a precise problem like the 

cities or a precise problem like teen age unemployment and 

really try to move very carefully and very substantively 011 

that problem, although I suspect that the move on teen age 

unemployment means you have to move on teen age.education. 

I 
I 

.. 
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MR. MONROE: Father, let me ask you about a couple of 

roles which you play which are unort.:hodox iu. terms of the 

way we conceive of most priests operating. .A.nd. you are a 

particularly interesting priest bE:!ca.use of you:i: :i.ntt.;nse 

involvement: at upper levels of various activit~.es of our 

society. For exa.TUple you arei.:on the board of the Chase 

Manhattan Bank. What is the role of a priest on the ~board m: 

the Chase Manh&ttan Bank? 

FATHER HESBURGH: I think to be a kind of conscience.O~e, 

banks like every other business organization have lots of 

moral problems and I am supposed to he involved when a 

moral problem arises. There aren't that many moral problems 

but occasionally one arises and I am generally asked what 

I think about it and I try to be quite frank i-:1 what I 

th:i.nk about it. 
• 

Secondly there are all kinds of things that a bank 

can do because it has power, the power of the money it 

holds, invests, it lends, et cerera.. And in these areas I 

think I have to be conc.erm~d that there is a. humane as well 

as a good banking procedure, In a sense we are conce-rned 

about the employment of minorities, that we are concerned 

about small business, that we are concerned about very 

serious international concei.'"lls like South Africa. An.d to 

that extent, that is what I was asked to do as a member of 

that board .a.n.d wha.t I try to do. I suspect I sp_ent the 

f:i.rst two yea.:cs learning what a bank was all a.bout. 
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MR. MONROE: You are ambassador, relatively newly appoir:ted, 

to the 11pcom.i11g ULJ Confe:t·(·mce. on Science and Technol1)gy 

for Development. If I have the whole title ri3ht. Hhat role 

do you expect to play in that and w1rn.t do you expect to 

come out of that? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Well, what I would like to see come 

out of it, Mr, Monroe, is that we some how address ourselves 

seriously to getting rid of what I would call grinding 

poverty in this world. We can do it. We are the first 

g:?;neration that can do it. It has been made possible becae.se. 

of science and technology. Today we can get J.'."i.d of the 

problem of hunger., the problem of habitat, the problem of 

unemployment in a drastic way throughout the world; the whole 

problem of food and hunger and nutrition. All of th2se 

things are now possible including educat,:i.011 worldwide through 

satellite communi_cation. We can get rid of all of these 

between now and the turn of the century if we have the politi

cal will to d-.1 it. What I would like to do is to see the 

United States and to help be part of this process, '· 

come up with a Horth-South policy or a. policy between the 

affluent and the poor countries of th:Ls world that ldll 

address itself first of all to those basic human needs from 

which at least a billion people in the so-called Fourth 

World suffer, today. They don't have enough to eat, they 

don't have education, they don't have jobs, they· don't 

have hope fo:c th·2 futu:ce. We can eliminate that kind of 

• 
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grinding poverty I think in thf.! next twenty years if we 

have both the pattern for doing it and the will to do it. 

HR. FISKE: Father Hesburgh, you made rei-'.erence. a m01;11::nt 

ago to the Bakke case brougt1t by a white student who char.g8s 

he was the victim of reverse discrimination in beine d~mied 

admission to a medical school. \n1at kind of a decision 

would you like to see on this? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Well. what I suspect I will see, 

although I don't like to second guess or even first guess 

the Supreme Court, I would think the case itself was not 

argued all that well where it began and as Ju..st:i.ce Holmes 

said, bad cases make bad laws. 

I would like to see first of all our emphasis be on 

goals rather than quotas because Quota is a bad wor<l. We 

really ought to drop it from the discussion, I think. It 

• too complicates the problem. 

Secondly I would like to see, whatever is done, affirma-

tive action upheld as a very. very important part of our 

society if we are going to ever balance the scales of 

justice. It is not a permanent element of our society but 

until the scales are balanced, until we get the kind of 

equality that Ms. Simpson and I w·ere talking about a few 

moments ago, we have got to work harder. The scales are 

like this today because so111eone was pressing harder, here. 

We have to press a little harder, here. Once they are even, 

then we can move forward. 
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I suspect the case may be remanded to the original court 

and retried,. I could live with that, I would not want to 

live with anything that wou.ld downgrad(~ affirmati-:.re action 

because affirmative action is absolutely necessary if we 

are going to get balance i.n our society. 

Thirdly I would like to see them get rid of the word 
difference or 

"quota" and go with "goals" which is not/a d.istinction with-

out a dif ferance, it is a very impo:ctant difference, The 

quota you have to do, the goal you. do as -::1,;rel.l as you can as 

soon as you can" 

MR. FISKE: A question about financin3 higher educa-

tion. A number o:E p1:ivate colleges, :realizing that they 

are reaching the limits of tuition and student jobs and 

scholarships. are moving towards student loans or parent 

loans, But this means that a lot of students are coming 

out of college not only with a diploma but a substantial 

debt and many people are beginning to wonder whether this 

is going to affect student career choices, pushing them away 

from the service professions into more lucrative lines of 

work. Do you share these fears? 

FATHER HESBURGH: I think especially for minority 

students it would be a very difficult thing to come out 

with a very large debt. You start with a burden on your 

back. It is a new kind of servi '::ude, if you will" On the 

other hand I think a s tuder~t ought to have some stake in 

his education. What we try to do at our place is to have 

• 
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some grant, some work opportunity and :.rnme loan,, Not to 

put it all on lo2x1 o:r all ()U grant. I:f the student himself 

or herself. has smne stake in this proc,~ss they will appreci.3.te 

it more in the first instance, they will get thei.r 

money's worth more and ·when they get out they will pay it 

off soon enough. 

I think the tle.ng~:!r here is not to J.oan a student so 

much money that he fee.ls it is such an impossible burden he 

just ignores it when he gets out of school. 

We have very good payback on our loans l:.ecaus0 we 

don't loan all that much, We loan about a third of the 

total package. 

MR .. DEEDY: Father Hes burgh, in the past you have wai."!led 

the Americar1 Catr .. olic leadership against what you described 

if I recall correctly selective moral ind:tgnation. How do 

you rate the Catholic leadership at the moment in this 

regard, particularly in the context for instance of the 

abortion question and the drive for constitutional amendment 

on abortion'? 

FATHER HESBURGH: I see it broadening but it is a long 

process.. I have felt as you indicated for a long time 

that we have to be concerned about every injustice 

wherever it is, Every human right whet:ever it is being 

abridged. There is no question that the right to life is 

the most fundamental human right. If you don't b:uve that 

then you might as well turn off all the others hec.;,mst.;. you 

• 
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wont have a chance to livE::, But having said that I have 

the feeling that in our C'.'.luntry what is desperately needed 

today is a good, strong conversation about this whole 

question of abortion and I think we h<:.1.ve people at both. 

extremes not talking to each other. Somewhere ·we h<'.lve to 

get in here and start talking to each other a:nd to come up 

with some kind of a solution better than the one W<L'! have but 

probably not as broad as the one we would like, 

MS. SIMPSON: Continuing on the abort:lon matter, now 

that Congress has agreed under what conditions poor women may 

get government funded abortions, there are reports that the law 

is going to be challenged on constitutional grounds. Now it 

will be cha.:r.ged that religious p1:-essure largely exerted by the 

Catholic Church influenced how Congress acted. Do you 

support the tactics, the methods that were used by members of • 

your faith and leaders of your faith in getting Congress to 

act on the abortion question? 

FATHER HESBURGH: Everybody, Ms. Simpson, has a right to 

work politically for those things in which they believe, 

especially those moral principles in which they believe. I 

certainly would have to say that many people disagreed with me, 

the way I have worked for 15 years for civil rights in this 

country because I thought desperately we needed them Many 

people completely disagreed and said, nYou are going to ruin 

and upset our whole society." 
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I think Catholics are not alone in this society. They 

are almost a fourth of society but a fourth is not half 

and it is not three··quarters, and I think they have to take 

whatever political means are at hand to try ·to work for 

what they consider to be justice. Not justice for them-

selves but for the society at large. And that gets back to 

Mr. Deedyf s question earlier that I think we can't be 

selective, we have to work hard for justi.ce wher(~ver we 

think it is la.eking, wherever we think it is needed and I think 

people are terribly concerned about that basic right to life 

and I am concerned, myself, about it. I think how you go 

about it can either turn people of£ or win victories and I 

think most people would like to win a victory for justice 

although I am the first to admit you might overdo your efforts 

in that regard and may turn people off in the process and 
• 

may lose the ultimate victory, I don't know. But I try to 

live my own life in a way that I work hard for justice 

wherever it is needed. 

MR. MONROE: We just have a few seconds. Father, but I 

wonder if you could comment on students, young people living 

out of wedlock and whether you argue with them about it. 

FATHER HESBURGH: Yes, I would if I had you don't 

always get a chance to argue with them about it but I have a 

feeling in this situation it is always the woman who loses, 

At least that is my -- after having watched thi~ process 

which we didn't invent in this age -- it has been. going on for 

---- ---- ------------------~-------i 
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a long ti.me, maybe not known as widely, but in any event 

I would argue with them. I think it is net a good situation, 

not even a good prepa.rat:!.on for marriage. 

MR. MONROE: Thank you, Father Hesburgh, for being 

with us today· on MEET THE PRESS. 

•· 
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